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ARTICLE

Comparing comparisons: Assimilation and contrast
processes and outcomes following social and temporal
comparison
Erin A. Vogel a, Jason P. Roseb, Olivia G. Aspirasb, Keith A. Edmondsb

and Elizabeth F. Gallinarib

aDepartment of Psychiatry and Weill Institute for Neurosciences, University of California, San Francisco, CA,
USA; bDepartment of Psychology, University of Toledo, Toledo, OH, USA

ABSTRACT
The present research examines similarities and differences between
social and temporal comparison processes in a health-related context.
In two studies, participants were randomly assigned to write about
an upward or downward, social or temporal comparison target.
Participants then reported their perceived similarity to the target and
evaluated their own fitness. Consistent with hypotheses, participants
who perceived themselves as similar (dissimilar) to an upward compar-
ison target had more positive (negative) self-evaluations. These out-
comes reflect assimilation and contrast processes, respectively, though
effects were attenuated among those who made downward temporal
comparisons in Study 1 and upward comparisons in Study 2. Results
suggest that upward social and temporal comparison processes, once
engaged, produce similar assimilative and contrastive outcomes.
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Imagine someone who is about to begin his first workout at a new gym. To evaluate
his own fitness abilities in a new environment, he may compare himself to other gym
members. Alternatively, he may compare his present abilities to those of his younger
self. Such comparative information is crucial for putting one’s own characteristics into
context and evaluating oneself (Festinger, 1954), even when objective, diagnostically-
superior information is available (e.g., Klein, 1997; Zell & Alicke, 2010b). Indeed,
people compare themselves to others on a wide variety of traits and dimensions,
including their health habits (Wheeler & Miyake, 1992), to understand their own
abilities and identities (Festinger, 1954). Although less researched, different versions
of oneself can also serve as comparison targets, a process known as temporal
comparison (Albert, 1977). Both social and temporal comparisons can be made to
either upward or downward comparison targets – targets who are better off or worse
off, respectively, than one’s present self (Wills, 1981; Wood, 1989). The direction of the
comparison and perceived similarity to the comparison target influence self-
evaluations and associated outcomes (Mussweiler, 2003). Despite some overlap in
their conceptualization and outcomes, social and temporal comparisons are rarely
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studied together and research seldom examines underlying processes. Although
health and fitness are critical aspects of well-being, with observable indicators that
can fuel comparative thought, social and temporal comparison have not yet been
experimentally tested together in a health or fitness context. The present research will
assess similarities and differences between social and temporal comparison processes
and outcomes in health and fitness.

Comparative thought

Engaging in comparative thought requires the perceiver (i.e., the individual making the
comparison) to access information about the self and the comparison target. According to
the Selective Accessibility Model (SAM; Mussweiler, 2003) – the most prominent model
related to comparison processes – comparative thought involves three stages: selection of
a comparison target, comparison of the target and the self, and evaluation of the self. Self-
evaluations are determined by the perceived characteristics of the comparison target and
how those characteristics are perceived in relation to the self (Mussweiler, 2003).

In the selection stage, the perceiver chooses a comparison target. Although targets are
often selected without conscious thought (Gilbert, Giesler, & Morris, 1995; Mussweiler & Ruter,
2003), they can also be consciously selected for a variety of purposes, including self-evaluation
(Festinger, 1954), self-enhancement (Hakmiller, 1966; Tesser & Smith, 1980; Wills, 1981), and
self-improvement (Lockwood & Kunda, 1997). Forced comparisons can also occur when
individuals are prompted to make a specific comparison. Next, in the comparison stage, the
perceiver begins by forming an overall impression of the comparison target as being either
similar to the self or different from the self, then gathers evidence to support the initial
impression. Self-relevant evidence confirming initial perceptions of similarity or dissimilarity
becomes more salient, regardless of objective similarity or dissimilarity. The perceiver con-
siders evidence of their similarity to the target (similarity testing) or dissimilarity to the target
(dissimilarity testing). In the final stage, the perceiver uses the self-knowledge gleaned from
similarity or dissimilarity testing to draw conclusions about the self. Similarity testing typically
leads to assimilation effects, while dissimilarity testing leads to contrast effects. Assimilating to
a positive (i.e., upward comparison) target results in positive self-evaluations, while assimilat-
ing to a negative (i.e., downward comparison) target results in negative self-evaluations. On
the other hand, contrasting self-evaluations away from an upward comparison target results
in negative self-evaluations, while contrasting away from a downward comparison target
reflects positively on the self (Mussweiler, 2003).

Similarities and differences in social versus temporal comparison

The Selective Accessibility Model was designed to explain social comparison processes,
not temporal comparison processes. However, some evidence suggests that temporal
comparisons may involve similar stages and processes (Broemer, Grabowski, Gebauer,
Ermel, & Diehl, 2008; Hanko, Crusius, & Mussweiler, 2010). For instance, the Reflection
and Evaluative Model (Markman & McMullen, 2003) posits that similarity testing occurs
when the past self is considered to overlap with the present self. Likewise, contrast
occurs when the perceiver views the present self as fundamentally different from the
past self. For example, an athlete who performed well last season may assimilate her
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present self-evaluations to her past self and therefore evaluate her athletic ability
positively (i.e., assimilation). Alternatively, if she views herself as being very different
from last season, she may contrast self-evaluations away from her past self and evaluate
her present abilities negatively. Despite being the same person, temporal comparison
targets vary in their perceived overlap with the present self. When the past self is
vaguely defined (Grabowski & Broemer, 2015) or perceived very poorly (McFarland &
Alvaro, 2000), the past self can be viewed as fundamentally different from the present
self, even when considering relatively recent past selves among younger individuals
(Grabowski & Broemer, 2015; Hanko et al., 2010; McFarland & Alvaro, 2000).

In the domain of health and fitness, the literature has found evidence of assimilation
and contrast with both social and temporal comparison targets, following both upward
and downward comparison. However, it is notable that most of this research has focused
on social (not temporal) comparison. In this research, upward assimilation typically leads
to positive outcomes by providing hope and inspiration, or by changing perceptions to
focus on positive aspects of the self. For example, patients with serious illnesses often
prefer comparisons to patients who are doing well (Stanton, Danoff-Burg, Cameron,
Snider, & Kirk, 1999; Taylor & Lobel, 1989). On the other hand, downward assimilation
occurs when the perceiver believes they may be similar or become similar to a target
who is doing poorly. For example, cancer patients who previously felt positively about
their prognosis reported lower quality of life and lower life satisfaction after hearing
from cancer patients who were doing poorly (Brakel, Dijkstra, & Buunk, 2014). Likewise,
individuals who perceived themselves to be similar to a comparison target who was at
high risk for skin cancer also perceived their own risk to be high (Hoffner & Ye, 2009). In
both situations, participants assimilated their self-evaluations to these downward social
comparison targets.

The effects of contrast on self-evaluations follow the opposite pattern as assimilation:
upward contrast leads to negative self-evaluations and downward contrast leads to
positive self-evaluations. Most research has focused on self-perceptions related to diet,
exercise, and weight. For example, individuals who view idealized media images often
engage in upward social comparison, view their own bodies as being inferior to the
images (i.e., upward contrast), and experience body dissatisfaction as a result (e.g., Betz,
Sabik, & Ramsey, 2019; Thompson, Heinberg, Altabe, & Tatleff-Dunn, 1999).

As noted above, most of the research in health contexts involves social comparison,
and the small amount of research on temporal comparisons has focused on self-
perceptions and health status among the elderly. This research shows that temporal
comparison can engender beneficial, assimilative effects when elderly individuals com-
pared their current health status to their recent past (Spini, Clemence, & Ghisletta, 2007),
but harmful, contrastive effects when comparing to the more distant past (Suls, Marco, &
Tobin, 1991). Though not explicitly examined in these two disparate studies, this finding
could be due to greater perceived similarity to the self in the recent past than in the
distant past. Aside from these studies, little is known about whether temporal compar-
ison processes and outcomes operate similarly to social comparisons in health-relevant
contexts. However, research on temporal comparison processes and outcomes in non-
health domains (e.g., academic performances) suggests that similarity and dissimilarity
testing occur in both social and temporal comparison, resulting in assimilation and
contrast outcomes regardless of comparison type. Though social comparison effects
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are sometimes stronger, they follow the same directional pattern as temporal compar-
ison (Müller-Kalthoff, Helm, & Möller, 2017; Wolff, Helm, Zimmermann, Nagy, & Möller,
2018; Zell & Alicke, 2009).

Current research

In sum, it is likely that temporal and social comparison operate similarly in terms of
assimilative and contrastive patterns in response to upward and downward comparisons
(once engaged). However, there are fewer studies on temporal comparison processes
and outcomes than social (particularly in a health context) and there is a dearth of
research that examines the processes and outcomes of social and temporal comparison
simultaneously. Moreover, the few studies that have directly compared the effects of
social and temporal comparison focused on novel, performance-based contexts in which
a test score or ranking may be the perceiver’s only piece of information about their own
ability (e.g., Butler, 2000; Zell & Alicke, 2009, 2010a) or focused on perceptions of fairness
in evaluations based on others’ comparative thought, rather than self-evaluations (Chun,
Brockner, & De Cremer, 2018). Moreover, this prior research represents an unusual type
of temporal comparison context, where direct, objective feedback is provided. Although
useful in elucidating the effects of comparative feedback on self-evaluations, these study
designs may not reflect how comparative thought operates in daily life. Additional
research (Müller-Kalthoff et al., 2017; Wolff et al., 2018) has examined the influence of
social and temporal comparison on self-evaluations of academic performance without
the use of specific test scores. Results in this domain showed that social and temporal
comparisons influenced self-evaluations of academic performance similarly, such that
upward (downward) comparison resulted in more negative (positive) self-evaluations.
Although informative, these studies focused only on academics and did not measure
perceived similarity to the comparison target, which may have limited their ability to
detect assimilation effects.

The present research was among the first to examine social and temporal comparison
processes and outcomes under the same framework and in a health-relevant domain.
Examining these issues in the context of health may have applied value as low-cost, low-
risk interventions to change self-evaluations and subsequent health behaviors. Social com-
parison targets are readily available in group exercise environments (e.g., at gyms, on sports
teams) and temporal comparison targets may be viewed as highly realistic due to their
overlap with the present self (Lockwood & Kunda, 1997). The relative influence of social
comparison and temporal comparison in young adults, who have not been through many
distinct stages of life, has rarely been examined. Health habits formed in young adulthood
are predictive of future health (Ferreira, Twisk, van Mechelen, Kemper, & Stehouwer, 2005)
and young adults often gain information about their fitness from observing their peers
(Arroyo & Brunner, 2016). Therefore, it is important to understand how young adults use
comparative thought to evaluate their own health and fitness. Moreover, unlike studies in
which participants receive social and temporal comparison feedback (e.g., Butler, 2000; Zell
& Alicke, 2009, 2010a), participants in the present research generated their own social or
temporal comparison information using preexisting knowledge of their own health and
fitness and that of others. This was important for ecological validity because, in many
situations, people do not receive explicit, objective feedback about their performances.
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Comparison information can come from simply observing others or reflecting on oneself
(Summerville & Roese, 2008; Wheeler & Miyake, 1992). Lastly, the present research not only
examined the outcomes of comparison (i.e., self-evaluations, behavioral intentions), but also
examined the processes that occur when making social and temporal comparisons, using
the Selective Accessibility Model (SAM) as a framework (Mussweiler, 2003) – particularly the
impact of perceived similarity/dissimilarity on self-evaluations.

The purpose of the present research was to examine whether assimilative and contrastive
processes and outcomes operate similarly in social and temporal comparison to influence
self-evaluations of health and fitness. In the present research, participants were prompted to
compare their present fitness to that of an upward social, downward social, upward
temporal, or downward temporal comparison target. Then, we measured perceived similar-
ity to the target and self-evaluations of fitness. Based on the Selective Accessibility Model
(Mussweiler, 2003), the main outcome was self-evaluation of fitness. Because the extant
literature has found assimilation and contrast of self-evaluations following both social and
temporal comparison, we hypothesized that perceived similarity to the comparison target
would moderate the relationship between comparison direction and self-evaluations.
Regardless of whether the comparison was social or temporal, participants who perceived
themselves to be similar to a comparison target would have more positive self-evaluations
in the upward comparison conditions than downward comparison conditions (i.e., assimila-
tion), while those who perceived dissimilarity would have more positive self-evaluations in
the downward conditions than upward (i.e., contrast). Specifically, we hypothesized that
comparison direction and target similarity would interact to influence self-evaluations;
however, no interactions involving comparison type were predicted.

Study 1

Data for Study 1 were taken from two samples of college students that were part of
a larger investigation into the similarities and differences between social and temporal
comparison in a health context. Study design, procedure, and relevant measures were
identical across samples. Participants in the second sample completed a few additional
measures not directly relevant to the present research questions. Samples were merged
to increase statistical power.

Method

Participants and design
Participants were randomly assigned to one cell in a 2 (comparison direction: upward or
downward) X 2 (comparison type: social or temporal) between-subjects design. No partici-
pants were excluded from analyses. Participants were 362 undergraduates (282 female) from
a large, Midwestern university. The racial makeup of the sample was 69.1% White, 17.4%
African American/Black, 4.4% Asian, 7.2% multiple races, and 1.9% unknown.

Measures and procedure
Participants came to the lab in groups of 1–4 and were seated at individual computers.
The experimenter obtained informed consent from each participant. Then, participants
completed the remainder of the experiment using MediaLab software (Jarvis, 2014).
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Participants first completed the experimental manipulation by writing about
a comparison target using guided questions. First, participants were directed to consider
a comparison target. The upward (downward) social comparison prompt read, “Think
about a person you know who is more (less) physically fit than you. You will answer
a number of questions about this person.” The upward (downward) temporal compar-
ison prompt read, “Think about yourself during a time in your life when you were more
(less) physically fit than you are now. You will answer a number of questions about your
younger self.” To promote greater consideration of the comparison target and bolster
the impact of the comparison, participants then answered more specific questions about
the target. The first 5 questions were free-response; the last 2 used Likert-type scales
(see Appendix A). Then, they completed the following measures.

Self-evaluations. Participants answered a series of 5 questions about their perceptions
of their own health and fitness abilities using 1–5 Likert-type scales (see Appendix B).
Sample items included “How strong are you?” (1 = very weak; 5 = very strong) and “How
fast can you run, bike, or swim?” (1 = very slowly or not at all; 5 = very fast). A self-
evaluation score was computed using the mean of the 5 items (α = .79; M = 3.31,
SD = .65).1

Perceived similarity. As part of their description of the target person, participants in
the social (temporal) comparison conditions indicated their perceived similarity to the
target person using the following item: “How similar is this person’s fitness level (your
fitness level during that time) to your own fitness level (your fitness level now)?” (1 = not at
all similar, 9 = completely similar; M = 4.49, SD = 2.14).

Results and discussion

First, we examined the main and interactive effects of comparison type, comparison
direction, and perceived similarity on self-evaluations. Second, we examined differences
in perceived similarity to the comparison target between participants who made upward
versus downward comparisons, and those who made social versus temporal
comparisons.

Self-evaluations by perceived similarity and experimental condition
Self-evaluation scores were regressed on comparison type (social or temporal), compar-
ison direction (upward or downward), and perceived similarity to the comparison target.
Main effects were entered in the first step of the model, two-way interactions in
the second step, and the three-way interaction in the third. Main effects accounted for
7.1% of the variance in self-evaluations (p < .001). There was a significant main effect of
target similarity such that greater perceived similarity was associated with more positive
self-perceptions of fitness, β = .28, t = 5.23, p < .001. There were no main effects of
comparison direction (β = −.08, t = −1.47, p = .143) or comparison type (β = −.05,
t = −.94, p = .349). Two-way interactions accounted for an additional 14.7% of the
variance (p < .001). The type X direction (β = −.02, t = −.26, p = .793) and type X similarity
(β = .11, t = 1.63, p = .104) interactions were not significant.
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Most relevant to the primary hypothesis, comparison direction and perceived similarity
interacted to influence self-evaluations (β = .55, t = 8.00, p < .001; Figure 1). Follow-up simple
slopes analyses showed that, among participants who made upward comparisons, those
who perceived high similarity had more positive self-evaluations than those who perceived
low similarity (β = .37, t = 6.77, p < .001). The opposite pattern was observed for downward
comparisons, such that participants with high perceived similarity to a downward compar-
ison target had more negative self-evaluations than those with low perceived similarity
(β = −.14, t = −2.52, p = .012). This suggests that assimilation and contrast effects occurred as
hypothesized in both upward and downward comparison.

The three-way interaction accounted for a smaller but significant 1.6% of additional
variance in self-evaluations (β = −.27, t = −2.72, p = .007). Follow-up simple slope tests
and slope difference tests were conducted to interpret the interaction. Simple slopes
showed that perceived similarity interacted with comparison direction, as described
above and depicted in Figure 1, for upward social (β = .45, t = 7.18, p < .001), upward
temporal (β = .40, t = 6.25, p < .001), and downward social (β = −.24, t = −3.39, p = .001)
comparisons. However, perceived similarity did not interact with comparison direction
among participants who made downward temporal comparisons (β = .05, t = .82,
p = .412; Figure 2). Importantly, slope difference tests demonstrated that upward social
and upward temporal comparison showed similar patterns of self-evaluations depend-
ing on perceived similarity (i.e., greater perceived similarity resulting in more positive
self-evaluations, t = −.69, p = .492). This finding supports our hypothesis that once
engaged, social and temporal comparison processes would operate similarly. Downward
social and downward temporal comparison showed significantly different patterns, due
to the weak influence of perceived similarity on self-evaluations following downward
temporal comparison (t = 3.18, p = .002; Figure 2).

Perceived similarity to the comparison target by comparison direction and type
A 2 (comparison direction: upward or downward) X 2 (comparison type: social or
temporal) ANOVA showed that perceived similarity to the comparison target signifi-
cantly differed by condition. There was a main effect of comparison direction, such that
participants perceived themselves as more similar to upward comparison targets
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Figure 1. Self-evaluations of fitness by perceived similarity and comparison direction (study 1).
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(M = 4.97, SD = 2.08) than downward comparison targets (M = 3.99, SD = 2.09), regard-
less of comparison type (F(1, 358) = 20.46, p < .001, d = .47). There was also a main effect
of comparison type, such that perceived similarity to temporal comparison targets
(M = 4.72, SD = 2.12) was higher than perceived similarity to social comparison targets
(M = 4.26, SD = 2.13), regardless of comparison direction (F(1, 358) = 4.57, p = .033,
d = .22). These main effects were qualified by a comparison direction X type interaction
(F(1, 358) = 6.69, p = .010). A one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey tests was conducted
to determine which of the four experimental conditions significantly differed from one
another (see Table 1). Perceived similarity to downward social comparison targets was
significantly lower than perceived similarity to upward social (p < .001, d = .77), upward
temporal (p < .001, d = .72), and downward temporal (p = .006, d = .51) comparison
targets (see Table 1).

Discussion
Consistent with hypotheses, perceived similarity and comparison direction interacted
such that perceiving one’s fitness as similar to an upward (downward) comparison target
was associated with more positive (negative) self-evaluations, while perceiving dissim-
ilarity resulted in opposite patterns. Unexpectedly, among participants who made down-
ward temporal comparisons, self-evaluations did not significantly differ by perceived
similarity. For the remaining conditions, it appears that participants assimilated their self-
evaluations to similar targets and contrasted self-evaluations away from dissimilar
targets, regardless of comparison type (social or temporal). However, it is difficult to
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Figure 2. Self-evaluations of fitness by perceived similarity, comparison direction, and comparison
type (study 1).

Table 1. Perceived similarity to the comparison target by comparison
type and direction (study 1).

Social Temporal TOTAL

Upward 5.02 (2.08)* 4.92 (2.09)* 4.97 (2.08)b

Downward 3.48 (1.90) 4.51 (2.15)* 3.99 (2.09)b

TOTAL 4.26 (2.13)a 4.72 (2.12)a 4.49 (2.14)
aSignificant main effect of comparison type in a 2 (type) X 2 (direction) ANOVA
bSignificant main effect of comparison direction in a 2 (type) X 2 (direction) ANOVA
*Significantly different from downward social comparison in a one-way ANOVA
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discern whether assimilation and contrast are occurring without knowing how partici-
pants would evaluate themselves if they did not make a comparison (Bruchmann, 2017).
Moreover, without manipulation check questions, it is unclear whether all participants
made the comparisons prescribed in each experimental condition. A second study was
conducted to address these limitations.

Study 2

The design of Study 2 included the same four conditions as Study 1, plus a no-
comparison control condition (recommended by Bruchmann, 2017 over using a lateral
comparison). If comparative thought produced both assimilation and contrast, we would
expect self-evaluations to be more positive following upward (downward) comparisons
with high (low) similarity and more negative following upward (downward) comparisons
with low (high similarity), with self-evaluations in the no-comparison control condition
falling in the middle. We also included two manipulation check questions to ensure that
participants were making the prescribed comparisons.

Method

Participants, design, and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of five conditions in a 2 (comparison
direction: upward or downward) X 2 (comparison type: social or temporal) between-
subjects design with a floating no-comparison control condition. An a priori power
analysis was conducted using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). The
effect size for the hypothesized two-way interaction was calculated using the observed
effect size (Step 2 R2 Δ) from Study 1. The power analysis suggested that 86 participants
would be needed to detect a similar effect at 80% power. We recruited additional
participants to increase statistical power and to account for random assignment of
participants to the no-comparison control condition.

Participants were 141 undergraduates (93 female) from the same university as Study
1. The racial makeup of the sample was 66.7% White, 19.9% African American/Black,
3.5% Asian, 5.0% unknown, and 5.0% multiple races. The study followed the same
procedure as Study 1. Participants in the no-comparison control condition answered
questions about themselves that were unrelated to fitness or to other people (see
Appendix A) instead of questions about a comparison target. Participants whose answer-
(s) to the manipulation check questions (described below) were inconsistent with their
prescribed comparisons (n = 30) were excluded from subsequent analyses.

Measures
Participants completed the same measures of self-evaluations and perceived similarity to
the target (in the four comparison conditions) as in Study 1.2 Then, participants com-
pleted two additional manipulation check questions: 1) “Think about the questions you
just answered. Who were you describing in your answers to those questions?” (myself,
someone else), and 2) “Which of the following best describes the person in your
answers?” (healthy and fit, unhealthy and unfit).

SELF AND IDENTITY 9



Results and discussion

First, as in Study 1, we examined self-evaluations by perceived similarity and experi-
mental condition. This analysis excluded participants in the control condition, who
did not compare themselves to a target (n = 28; final N = 83). Second, to further
interpret the similarity X direction interaction identified in Study 1, we compared self-
evaluations in four groups: upward (downward) comparison to a similar target,
upward (downward) comparison to a dissimilar target, and no-comparison control
(final N = 111). Third, as in Study 1, we compared perceived similarity to the
comparison target by comparison direction (upward or downward) and comparison
type (social or temporal), excluding control condition participants who did not make
a comparison (n = 28; final N = 83).

Self-evaluations by perceived similarity and experimental condition
Comparison type, direction, and perceived similarity were regressed on subjective self-
evaluations of fitness. There were no significant main effects of comparison type
(β = −.08, t = −.73, p = .470), direction (β = .05, t = .43, p = .669), or perceived similarity
(β = .09, t = .80, p = .429), and they accounted for a non-significant 1.8% of variance in
self-evaluations in Step 1 (p = .703). The two-way interactions entered in Step 2
accounted for a significant 15.4% of variance (p = .005). Comparison type did not
significantly interact with direction (β = .11, t = .52, p = .606) or similarity (β = .11,
t = .69, p = .492). However, as in Study 1, the hypothesized direction X similarity
interaction was significant (β = .62, t = 3.17, p = .002; Figure 3). Follow-up simple slopes
showed that the effect of downward comparison on self-evaluations was moderated by
perceived similarity (β = −.30, t = −2.47, p = .016). The moderation effect of similarity on
upward comparison was in the expected and same direction as Study 1, despite not
reaching statistical significance (β = .17, t = 1.46, p = .149). Consistent with hypotheses,
the 3-way interaction accounted for a small and non-significant 1.0% of the variance and
the interaction term was not significant (β = .31, t = .98, p = .331). Although the 3-way
interaction was significant in Study 1 but not here in Study 2, the amount of unique
variance accounted for by the 3-way interaction across studies was comparable and
small (1.6% in Study 1 and 1.0% in Study 2).

Finally, although Study 2 had a smaller sample size than Study 1 (partly due to the
fact that two samples were combined for Study 1), an a priori power analysis using
G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) suggested that the sample size would be sufficient even after
removing the no-comparison control group. Unexpectedly, an additional 30 participants
were excluded from analyses due to failed manipulation checks. Nonetheless, a post hoc
power analysis showed that Study 2 was adequately powered to detect the hypothe-
sized direction X similarity interaction (observed R2 Δ = .154, π = .81), which was
statistically significant in both studies.

Self-evaluations by perceived similarity and comparison direction
Similarity was divided into high similarity (similarity > 4) or low similarity (similarity ≤ 4),
resulting in five conditions: downward comparison/low similarity, downward comparison/
high similarity, upward comparison/low similarity, upward comparison/high similarity, and
no-comparison control. A one-way ANOVA showed significant differences in self-
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evaluations between conditions (F(4, 106) = 3.22, p = .016). Planned contrasts examined the
control condition relative to each of the other conditions. Self-evaluations were signifi-
cantly lower following downward comparison to high-similarity targets (M = 2.84, SD = .40)
and marginally lower following upward comparison to low-similarity targets (M = 3.13,
SD = .46), compared to the control condition (M = 3.40, SD = .55), ds = 1.16 (p = .011) and
.53 (p = .057), respectively. This pattern of results suggests that both assimilation and
contrast occurred, but only when the comparison led to negative self-views (i.e., assimila-
tion to similar downward targets or contrast from dissimilar upward targets). Comparative
thought did not significantly improve self-evaluations, compared to the control condition,
when it was hypothesized to lead to positive self-views (i.e., upward comparison to high-
similarity targets, downward comparison to low-similarity targets; d’s < .17, p’s > .562).
Rather, self-evaluations were relatively positive already in the absence of making compar-
isons and such comparisons were not sufficient to increase these evaluations.

Perceived similarity to the comparison target by comparison direction and type
A 2 (comparison direction) X 2 (comparison type) ANOVA showed no significant differ-
ences in perceived similarity by comparison type (F(1, 79) = .33, p = .566) and no
direction X type interaction (F(1,79) = .32, p = .574). However, as in Study 1, there was
a significant main effect of comparison direction (F(1, 79) = 5.77, p = .019), such that
participants perceived themselves as more similar to upward (M = 4.44, SD = 1.75) than
downward (M = 3.39, SD = 1.59) comparison targets (d = .63).

General discussion

Social and temporal comparison are rarely studied within the same framework, and
extant research on social and temporal comparison in health and fitness has rarely
examined underlying processes. The purpose of this research was to assess the simila-
rities and differences between social and temporal comparison processes (i.e., similarity
and dissimilarity testing) and self-evaluations in a health-relevant context. Participants
wrote about a comparison target: either another person (social comparison conditions)
or a past self (temporal comparison conditions) who was either healthier than them
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Figure 3. Self-evaluations of fitness by perceived similarity and comparison direction (study 2).
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(upward comparison conditions) or less healthy than them (downward comparison
conditions). Then, participants evaluated their perceived similarity to the person and
their present fitness. In Study 2, participants in a control condition evaluated their
present fitness without making a comparison.

Effects of comparison direction and perceived similarity on self-evaluations

Across both studies, comparison direction (upward or downward) interacted with per-
ceived similarity to influence subjective self-evaluations of fitness. Consistent with our
primary hypothesis, participants in both studies who perceived themselves as similar
(dissimilar) to a downward comparison target had more negative (positive) self-
evaluations. This pattern of results is suggestive of assimilation and contrast processes,
respectively, following downward comparison. That is, consistent with the SAM and
other models of comparative thought (Markman & McMullen, 2003; Mussweiler, 2003),
making downward comparisons to similar (dissimilar) targets leads people to recruit
information from memory that is consistent with being unfit (fit), and this information
then impacts the judgment process. In Study 1, participants who perceived themselves
as similar (dissimilar) to an upward comparison target had more positive (negative) self-
evaluations. Although self-evaluations did not significantly differ by perceived similarity
for upward comparisons in Study 2, this may be due to a smaller sample size. Indeed, the
same directional pattern was observed, with identical effect sizes for the 2-way interac-
tion models (Step 2 R2 Δ = .15 in Studies 1 and 2). In sum, participants assimilated their
self-evaluations to comparison targets perceived as similar and contrasted self-
evaluations away from comparison targets perceived as dissimilar, though effects were
stronger for downward than upward comparisons (in Study 2). Finally, in Study 1, the
effects of downward temporal comparison on self-evaluations did not differ by per-
ceived similarity. This may be due to young adults’ relatively short health history.
Compounded with reluctance to derogate one’s past self (Peetz & Wilson, 2014), most
young adults likely had a restricted range of comparison targets from which to select.
This result is important to consider in the context of doing temporal comparison
research with younger samples. However, it is notable that the 3-way interaction did
not replicate in Study 2 and its effect was small across both studies (Step 3 R2 Δ = .016
and .010 across Studies 1 and 2, respectively). More strikingly, temporal and social
comparison showed consistent patterns across both studies.

Effects of comparative thought on self-evaluations relative to no comparison

Taken together, the effects found across both studies suggest the presence of assimila-
tion to similar comparison targets and contrast from dissimilar comparison targets,
regardless of whether the targets were social or temporal. However, incorporating a no-
comparison control condition, Study 2 demonstrated that self-evaluations were fairly
high without engaging in comparative thought. This finding is consistent with the
default tendency to view oneself as better than average (Alicke, 1985) in order to
maintain psychological well-being (Taylor & Brown, 1988). Because self-evaluations
were already positive, the comparisons made in this study may not have been strong
enough to further elevate self-perceptions of fitness. Indeed, comparison to a similar
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upward or dissimilar downward target, which would be expected to produce positive
self-evaluations (via assimilation and contrast, respectively), had little effect on self-
evaluations of fitness. The finding that control conditions are not always different from
upward or downward comparison is consistent with a recent paper calling for the use of
control groups in social comparison research (Bruchmann, 2017). However, we demon-
strated that self-evaluations could be decreased by comparing oneself to a similar
downward target or a dissimilar upward target. Importantly, these findings suggest
that both assimilation and contrast occur for upward and downward comparison, but
can be constrained by positive baseline self-evaluations.

Differences in perceived similarity by comparison direction and comparison type

Across both studies, perceived similarity to upward comparison targets was higher than
perceived similarity to downward comparison targets (see also Hakmiller, 1966;
Kiviniemi, Snyder, & Johnson, 2008; McFarland & Alvaro, 2000; Tesser & Smith, 1980;
Wills, 1981). In Study 1, participants perceived themselves as more similar to temporal
comparison targets than social comparison targets, likely reflecting accurate perceptions
of having more in common with oneself than with other people. Moreover, participants
perceived less similarity to downward social comparison targets than other targets. This
may reflect a greater range of possible downward social comparison targets from which
to select, as the majority of U.S. adults do not meet recommended physical activity
guidelines (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). However, these latter two
findings did not replicate in Study 2. Rather, the most robust finding across studies was
a greater perceived similarity to upward comparison targets, consistent with the finding
that self-evaluations were relatively high in a control group that did not engage in
comparative thought. Taken together, these effects suggest that motivational forces (i.e.,
self-enhancement) and target extremity (i.e., availability of more extreme downward
social comparison targets than other targets) may affect perceived similarity. While
patterns consistent with assimilation and contrast for self-evaluations were evident
across both upward and downward comparison (though notably stronger with down-
ward), the results involving similarity perception suggest that, on average, assimilation
effects may be more natural for upward comparisons than downward comparisons.

Implications

The present research extends prior work comparing the effects of social and temporal
comparison on self-evaluations (Butler, 2000; Müller-Kalthoff et al., 2017; Wolff et al.,
2018; Zell & Alicke, 2009, 2010a) by replicating results in a new domain (i.e., health and
fitness), including a no-comparison control group, and measuring perceived similarity to
the comparison target. First, as in research conducted in other domains, social and
temporal comparison affected self-evaluations in similar patterns in the present study.
Results suggest that self-evaluations of health and fitness from comparative thought
follow similar patterns, with evidence of both assimilation and contrast effects. In the
domain of health and fitness, young adults often look up to dissimilar upward targets in
order to motivate themselves to improve their fitness (Betz et al., 2019; Thompson et al.,
1999). Results of these two studies suggest that such comparisons may actually create
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contrastive effects on self-evaluation, regardless of whether the comparison target is
social or temporal.

Second, because the present research incorporated a no-comparison control group, we
were able to determine that self-evaluations were relatively positive, and assimilation and
contrast effects mostly shifted self-evaluations downward (depending upon their perceived
similarity to the target person). Previous research examining temporal and social compar-
ison typically did not include a no-comparison control group. Because of a general tendency
to perceive oneself positively across domains (Alicke, 1985), it is possible that the effects of
comparative thought on self-evaluations in other domains would be similarly constrained
by positive baseline self-evaluations. Study 2 also included manipulation check questions to
ensure that participants who did not make the prescribed comparisons were excluded from
analyses. Based on the relatively large number of participants who answered one or both
questions incorrectly (21%), including manipulation check questions in future studies of
comparative thought appears prudent. Studies that include manipulation check questions
should be sufficiently powered to account for a potential loss of participants in analyses.
Despite the sample size reduction due to failed manipulation checks, Study 2 retained 81%
power to detect the hypothesized interaction.

Finally, we extended previous research by demonstrating the importance of measur-
ing perceived similarity to a comparison target, as the effects of comparison direction on
self-evaluations were dependent on perceived similarity. Although participants in Study
1 perceived higher similarity to temporal than to social comparison targets, participants
in both studies still tended to contrast self-evaluations away from temporal comparison
targets when they perceived dissimilarity. This finding is consistent with literature
showing that past selves can be viewed as fundamentally different from present selves
(Grabowski & Broemer, 2015; McFarland & Alvaro, 2000). When perceived similarity is
taken into account, the type of comparison is less important than its direction.

Overall, results support both the Selective Accessibility (Mussweiler, 2003) and the
Reflection and Evaluation (Markman & McMullen, 2003) Models of social and temporal
comparison. These models of comparative thought both posit that the comparison
process involves accessing relevant information about oneself and the target and
evaluating oneself accordingly. The process of reflection is akin to that of similarity
testing, while that of evaluation can be likened to dissimilarity testing (Markman &
McMullen, 2003; Mussweiler, 2003). One key difference between the two models is
that the Reflection and Evaluation Model is based on mental simulation, and the self-
relevant information need not be factual (Markman & McMullen, 2003). Unlike much of
the prior research in which social and temporal comparison were studied together
(Butler, 2000; Zell & Alicke, 2009, 2010a), participants in the present study were not
given factual information about the target. Rather, they generated information about
themselves and the target person they selected. This paradigm is reflective of many
situations in daily life in which individuals use comparative thought to evaluate them-
selves in the absence of objective information (Festinger, 1954). Overall, the present
results support the tenets of the Reflection and Evaluation Model for both social and
temporal comparison. Importantly, although both models have a cognitive focus, moti-
vational forces seemed to be at work as well. Self-evaluations were largely positive even
without comparative thought, and participants perceived themselves as more similar to
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fit than unfit targets, even though most adults in the U.S. engage in relatively little
physical activity (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017).

Limitations and future directions

The present research had several notable limitations. First, all participants in this study
were prompted to make comparisons using guided questions. Although manipulation
check questions in Study 2 suggested that the majority of participants made the
prescribed comparisons, and the guided questions were written to simulate everyday
comparative thought processes in the absence of objective performance feedback,
future research could use more ecologically valid procedures, such as asking participants
to view photographs of themselves or others at different levels of fitness.

Second, upward comparison did not consistently produce strong effects across both
studies. Downward comparisons may have been stronger due to a greater availability of
unfit than fit targets (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017) and relatively
positive self-evaluations (likely due to self-enhancement; Alicke, 1985). However, young
adults often make upward comparisons in the domain of fitness (Arroyo & Brunner, 2016),
and initial perceptions of dissimilarity may result in negative self-evaluations.

Third, the samples obtained in these studies were young adult college students, whose
health and fitness are unlikely to have changed dramatically throughout their lives. Indeed,
results of Study 1 showed that the effects of downward temporal comparison on self-
evaluations did not differ by perceived similarity, perhaps due to a restricted range of
available downward temporal comparison targets (though this effect was not evident in
Study 2). The effects of temporal comparisons, in particular, may differ in older adults,
though temporal comparisons are likely to be more constrained than social comparisons in
most domains due to a limited selection of past selves. Importantly, although older
individuals have more life experience from which to draw when making temporal compar-
isons, research suggests no significant differences in the influence of temporal comparison
on health-related self-evaluations between individuals at various stages of adult life
(Robinson-Whelan & Kiecolt-Glaser, 1997). Moreover, given the strong connection between
physical activity in young adulthood and later metabolic health (Ferreira et al., 2005), it is
important to understand how comparative thought influences young adults’ views of their
fitness. Nonetheless, future research should aim to recruit more diverse samples.

Finally, objective self-evaluations of fitness showed poor psychometric properties
and were not used in analyses. Subjective self-evaluations may have been altered by
shifting reference points (e.g., the objective strength associated with a judgment of
“very strong”) to match desired similarity to upward comparison targets and dissim-
ilarity to downward comparison targets (Kiviniemi et al., 2008). While subjective self-
evaluations (i.e., comparing the self in relation to others) are very common in daily
life (Festinger, 1954; Wheeler & Miyake, 1992) and are ecologically valid, future
research incorporating more robust measures of objective self-evaluations may be
informative.
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Conclusions

The present research extends social and temporal comparison theory by examining
similarities and differences in their processes and self-evaluation outcomes under the
same framework. Results demonstrated that, once engaged, downward social and
temporal comparison processes produced similar outcomes. Specifically, young adults
in two studies who perceived themselves as similar (dissimilar) to a downward compar-
ison target had more negative (positive) self-evaluations. Results supported existing
models of social and temporal comparison (Markman & McMullen, 2003; Mussweiler,
2003) and extended them by studying social and temporal comparison under the same
framework in the context of young adults’ fitness. Developing a richer understanding of
how these processes are similar and different across comparison types can help to clarify
the role of comparisons in self-evaluation and behavior.

Notes

1. An additional four items assessed objective perceptions of abilities using open-ended free
response questions. Sample items included, “Estimate how many sit-ups you could per-
form without taking a break” and “Estimate how many pounds you could lift”. All objective
self-evaluation items were Z-scored, with speed recoded such that higher numbers
reflected better athletic ability (Mussweiler, Ruter, & Epstude, 2004). Outliers in objective
estimates were Winsorized, such that final Z-scores for each item were within 3 standard
deviations of the mean. Reliability was poor (α = .42) and correlations between items were
relatively low (r’s < .44). Therefore, analyses focused on subjective self-evaluations. The use
of subjective self-evaluations is consistent with prior research involving both social and
temporal comparison (Butler, 2000; Müller-Kalthoff et al., 2017; Wolff et al., 2018; Zell &
Alicke, 2009, 2010a).

2. Factor analysis using maximum likelihood extraction and direct oblimin rotation was used for
both subjective and objective self-evaluations. As in Study 1, the objective self-evaluations had
poor psychometric properties (α = .34) and no clear factor structure. Subjective self-evaluations
loaded onto one factor, with the exception of the final item (“How physically fit [‘in shape’] are
you currently?”). When that item was dropped, alpha improved, though it remained relatively
low (α = .64). A mean subjective self-evaluations score was computed from the four items that
were retained (M = 3.27, SD = .58).
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Appendix A

Guided questions used to prompt social comparison (Studies 1 and 2), temporal comparison (Studies 1
and 2), and no comparison (Study 2)

Instructions (social and temporal comparison conditions)

Upward social comparison: “Think about a person you know fairly well who is more physically fit
than you. You will answer a number of questions about this person.”

Downward social comparison: “Think about a person you know fairly well who is less physically fit
than you. You will answer a number of questions about this person.”

Upward temporal comparison: “Think about yourself during a time in your life when you were more
physically fit than you are now. You will answer a number of questions about your younger self.”

Downward temporal comparison: “Think about yourself during a time in your life when you were
less physically fit than you are now. You will answer a number of questions about your younger
self.”

Guided Questions (social and temporal comparison conditions; Studies 1
and 2)

(1) What makes this person (made you) unfit and unhealthy (fit and healthy)?
(2) Does this person (did you) play any sports, either for school, club, or recreation? What sports do

(did) they (you) play?
(3) Describe this person’s physical strength (your physical strength during that time). Are they (were

you) capable of lifting heavy things?
(4) Describe this person’s endurance (your endurance during that time). Are they (were you) capable

of running a race? Going for a long walk or bike ride?
(5) Describe this person’s (your) general weight and body type (during that time).
(6) How does this person’s (did your) physical fitness compare to other people of their (your) age

and gender?

(7) How similar is this person’s fitness level (your fitness level during that time) to your own fitness
level (your fitness level now)?

No-comparison control (Study 2): “Think about yourself and your life. You will answer a number
of questions about yourself.

(1) How would you describe yourself?

1 2 3 4 5

Much less fit than average Less fit than average Average Fitter than average Much fitter than average

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Not at all similar Completely similar
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(2) What is your favorite thing to do in your free time? What is your least favorite chore or least
favorite thing you have to do?

(3) Describe your experience in school. What is your major? What are your favorite and least
favorite classes?

(4) What are some TV shows or movies you’ve watched recently?
(5) Describe your schedule on a weekday. What do you usually do with your time?
(6) How many hours of sleep do you usually get on a weeknight? Pick the option that best

describes your sleep:

(7) How busy are you?

Appendix B

Subjective and objective self-evaluation items (Studies 1 and 2)

(1) How many sit-ups could you perform?*

(2) Estimate how many sit-ups you could perform without taking a break.
________________

(3) How fast can you run, bike, or swim?*

(4) Estimate how many seconds would you need to run 100 meters (the straight part of one side
of a running track). ________________

(5) How is your endurance (your ability to exercise for a long time without taking a break)?*

(6) Estimate how many minutes you could run or do other intense cardiovascular exercise without
stopping. _____________

(7) How strong are you?*

1 2 3 4 5

Less than 5 hours 5–6 hours 6–7 hours 7–8 hours More than 8 hours

1 2 3 4 5

No sit-ups or very few A few sit-ups A moderate amount of sit-ups Quite a few sit-ups Very many sit-ups

1 2 3 4 5

Very slowly or not at all Slowly Moderate Fast Very fast

1 2 3 4 5

Very poor Poor Moderate Good Very good

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Not busy at all Extremely busy
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(8) Estimate how many pounds you could lift. _____________
(9) How physically fit (“in shape”) are you currently?*

1 2 3 4 5

Very weak Weak Moderate Strong Very strong

1 2 3 4 5

Not at all physically fit Very physically fit

aSubjective self-evaluation item used in analyses
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